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Bitcoin Evolution

Bitcoin is a Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System, foresaw the need for a peer-

to-peer online payment system that is self-governing, secure and limited in 

quantity. The Bitcoin network was launched on Jan. 3, 2009, with total supply of 

21million and each Bitcoin priced at $0.0008. Today, Bitcoin maintains a stable 

trading value well above $60k after experiencing a gradual appreciation of 

7,749,999,900% since its launch. While Bitcoin was initially perceived as a 

threat by traditional financial institutions, thirteen years of community support 

and a growing user base have made Bitcoin one of the most profitable 

investments for the internet age. 
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• African Bitcoin (ATKt) to emulate the principle of 

Bitcoin and grow speedily with the limited supply of 

Token

• Arthrokoin's unique characteristics can increase 

trust, security, transparency and bring other 

benefits to businesses in Africa.

• To solve intractable problems and improve 

longstanding cumbersome problem and practices 

in Africa.

OVERVIEW

Build a cryptocurrency and smart contracts 

platform secured and ever operated in Africa 

by everyday people and for all transaction 

globally, utilize unused African resources, 

give freedom to ourselves  and our father 

land without breaking the law .

Our Mission: 

Build the world’s most inclusive peer-to-peer 

marketplace, fueled by Arthrcoin; the Africa’s 

most widely used cryptocurrency for 

everyday transaction as alternate to Africa’s  

fiat currency.

Our Vision:

ARTHROCOIN (ATKt) is an hybrid version of Arthro to 

creates social and technological infrastructure needed 

to make effective Utility usages and decisions under the 

volatile conditions of the new economy with a limited 

supply to create a chance for those whose have missed 

the evolution of Bitcoin in African to have access to the 

same opportunity with a limited of 100,000 total supply 

of African Bitcoin (Arthro-ATKt).

PREFACE



What is The Goal Under Arthrocoin
We are developing an Hybrid Intelligence infrastructure for 

the efficient management of investors' capital in traditional 

financial and crypto-markets. The benefits of Hybrid 

Intelligence for an ecosystem is for the efficient and safe 

management of investors' capital by investors themselves 

or licensed managers. ARTHROCOIN (ATKt) is an 

opportunity for analysts to monetise their intellectual assets 

without risking their own funds. tools and data for making 

investment decisions under the conditions of market 

uncertainty. Control up-to-date analytics of the industry, 

expectations, opportunities, and market growth points. 

indices and ratings of crypto-assets under your 100% 

control.

Wallet:
Arthrocoin wallet is a decentralized wallet or account containing a safe amount 

of Arthrocoin to verify African and global transactions through the Arthro-

blockchain connecting members of the ecosystem to the markets, services, 

finance, housing and resources.

Arthrocoin will be store in any bep20 compactible wallet such as Trust wallet, 

metamask wallet, mathwallet, etc. 

These are the most trusted and popular wallets to keeps your Arthrocoin

tokens 100% safe and Can be easily integrated with any popular exchanges.

ARTHROCOIN (ATKt) has a 

total supply of 100,000.

It is intended to create high-

priced coins to attract popularity!



UNIQUENESS Of African Bitcoin (ATKt)

• ARTHROCOIN (ATKt) has a total supply of 100,000. It is intended to create high-priced 

coins to attract popularity!

• Arthrokoin's unique characteristics can increase trust, security, transparency and bring 

other benefits to businesses in Africa.

• To solve intractable problems and improve longstanding cumbersome problem and 

practices in Africa.

• Creates an unalterable record of transactions with end-to-end encryption, which reduces 

fraud and unauthorized activity in Africa.

• Freedom and individual control of assets and data

Gives entities the ability to have total control of their assets and decide what digital data they 

want to share, with whom and for how long, with limits enforced by smart contracts.

• Innovation across multiple industries are exploring and implementing blockchain-based 

systems to solve intractable problems and improve long-standing cumbersome practices in 

Africa.



ArthroCoin (ATKt)

First Binance Smart chain asset 

Management using Hybrid 

intelligence For Trading in Africa85%



African Bitcoin

Banks and companies charge large 

fees for facilitating transactions. These 

fees often disproportionately impact 

lower-income populations who have 

the fewest alternatives.

Fees.

If a particular trusted intermediary 

decides that you should not be able to 

move your money, it can place 

restrictions on the movement of your 

money.

Censorship.

At a time when the issue of privacy is 

gaining greater urgency, these powerful 

gatekeepers can accidentally disclose -

- or force you to disclose -- more 

financial information about yourself 

than you may want.

Pseudonymous.

“peer-to-peer electronic cash system,”

launched in 2009 by an anonymous

programmer (or group) Satoshi Nakamoto,

was a watershed moment for the freedom

of money. For the first time in history,

people could securely exchange value,

without requiring a third party or trusted

intermediary.

Paying in Bitcoin meant that people and

member of the community could pay each

other directly, bypassing institutional fees,

obstructions and intrusions. Bitcoin was

truly a currency without boundaries,

powering and connecting a new global

economy.

Bitcoin’s

The trusted intermediary serves as a 

gatekeeper who can arbitrarily prevent 

anybody from being part of the 

network.

Permissioned.



ARTHRO  ROAD MAP

Phase 1 

ARTHRO BSC 
Branding

Details published.

Website active.

DONE

Phase 2 

Approved core 

development launch 

public sales on listing on 

pancakeswap and 

poocoin.

DONE

PHASE 3

Promotion 

Campaign 

Marketing Campaign

Hit $2million Mcap

Registered as 

Delaware LLC

In progress

What ARTHRO has done, what will do, you can check here. This section will be updated time to time. Stay Tuned!

Phase 4

Arthro-Scan To Pay

Merchant

Ease of 

transaction

Farming

Operands 

execution

In progress



ARTHRO  ROAD MAP

Phase 6

TOP #100 on CG 
AND CMC

List on MEXC

Big Partnerships

New Dev Updates

Phase 7

ARTHRO will be 

listed on 4 of the 

following 
Exchanges:

Coinbase - Gate.io -
Finexbox – Coinsbit

Bitfinex - Kraken -
Hotbit.io – Poloniex

OKEx - ProBit -
Cex.io - Binance

Phase 5

List on Coingecko

and Coinmarketcap

Charity Donations 



TOKEN  ALLOCATION

TOKENOMICS

Total Supply: 100,000.ATKt

TOKEN FOR PUBLIC SALE: 30%

LIQUIDITY: 50%

SYSTEM UPGRADE: 5%

TEAM AND FOUNDER 5%

Token listing Price – $0.06 or =N=300

Accepted Currencies : Bitcoin (BTC), USDT, Smart chain(BNB),    

ARTHROCOIN (ATKt) & Naira.

Token Symbol – ATKt

General Breakdown

Total Token Supply  - 100,000ATKt

PUBLIC 
SALE

LIQUIDI
TY 

SYSTEM 
UPGRADE 

Marketing

TEAM & 
FOUNDER



WHY YOU SHOULD BUY, TRADE & HOLD ARTHROCOIN

How Arthrocoin Works
Get started by following simple steps.

First Synchronize BEP20 *ATKt* in your any smart wallet like 

below

(i) Metamask

(ii) Trustwallet

(iii) Mathwallet

(iv) Tockenpocket

Arthrocoin seeks to change the existing charity environment using the power of 

cryptocurrencies to fund Human Enhancement Technologies.

By this logic, arthrocoin would carry an exceptionally high value by 2023. 

Purchasing a cryptocurrency with a limited supply is an effective way to profit from the future 

value. Investors should hold Arthrocoin because it's understandable that the importance of high 

demand and low supply with the volatility of crypto will make a good return in the future. Buy 

and Trade ARTHROCOIN on full Liquidity the most unique trading experience in the industry 

with a wide variety of assets, all in one platform.

Add Custom Token & Choose Smart chain Network

Add Smart Contract address & Add Name: (ARTHROCOIN))

Symbol *ATKt*

Decimals (9) :



Arthrocoin's Attention Marketplace

Arthrocoin's Attention Marketplace

Arthrocoin allows its members to pool their collective attention to create an attention market much more valuable than 

any individual's attention alone. The first application built on this layer will be a scarce social media channel currently 

hosted on the home screen of the application. You can think of the scarce social media channel as Instagram with one 

global post at a time. Pioneers can stake  Arthrocoin to engage the attention of other members of the network, by 

sharing content (e.g., text, images, and videos) or asking questions that seek to tap into the collective wisdom of the 

community. On the Arthrocoin Network, everyone has the opportunity to be an influencer or to tap into the wisdom of 

the crowd. To date, Arthrocoin's Core Team has been using this channel to poll the community's opinion on design 

choices for Arthrocoin (e.g. the community voted on the design and colors of the Arthrocoin logo.) We have received 

many valuable responses and feedback from the community on the project. 

Arthrocoin's Barter Marketplace

Build Your Personal Virtual Storefront In addition to contributing trust and attention to the Arthro Network, we expect Pioneers to be 

able to contribute their unique skills and services in the future. Arthrocoin's mobile application will also serve as a Point of Sales 

where Arthrocoin's members can offer their untapped goods and services via a "virtual storefront" to other members of the Arthro. 

For example, a member offer up an underutilized room in their apartment for rent to other members on the Arthro. In addition to real 

assets, members of the Arthro will also be able to offer skills and services via their virtual storefronts. For example, a member of 

the Arthro could offer their programming or design skills on the Arthro marketplace. Overtime, the value of Arthro will be supported 

by a growing basket of goods and services.

Arthro's Decentralized App Store - Lowering The Barrier Of Entry For Creators

The Arthro's shared currency, trust graph, and marketplace will be the soil for a broader ecosystem of decentralized applications. 

Today, anyone that wants to start an application needs to bootstrap its technical infrastructure and community from scratch. Arthro's

decentralized applications store will allow Dapp developers to leverage Arthro's existing infrastructure as well as the shared 

resources of the community and users. Entrepreneurs and developers can propose new Dapps to the community with requests for 

access to the network's shared resources. Arthro will also build its Dapps with some degree of interoperability so that Dapps are 

able to reference data, assets, and processes in other decentralized applications.



THANK YOU


